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A bloodthirsty evil stalks the Connor ClanÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Brave, beautiful, and haunted by her past, demon

hunter Anna MacKinley will do anything to help the Connors. Under divine orders, the headstrong

warrior travels the world, slaying demons and vampires. When she stumbles upon a hidden stone

fortress while searching for her clanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s lost Book of Battles, dark forces swiftly imprison

herÃ¢â‚¬â€•and she discovers her cell mate is a gorgeous Scottish warrior who has no memories,

but looks strikingly familiar.And only a secret from the past can win the dayÃ¢â‚¬Â¦and her

heart.The warriors of the centuries-old Connor Clan search for their missing time-vault and the

powerful relic within. What they find is a graveÃ¢â‚¬Â¦and a kilt-clad body they fear is the long-lost

Tavis Connor. But there may yet be more to the Highland warriorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s fate than a pile of

bones. Desperate to save his brother and his clanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Book of Battles from a demon

hell-bent on destruction, Tavis begins a 150-year quest that will end in modern-day New York. But

when he wakes, he discovers heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s the one in need of help. His only hope of rescue is a

bonny lass who claims to be a warrior. A warrior waging war on demonsÃ¢â‚¬Â¦and his heart.
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So far my favorite in the series! I cannot wait for the next to see what happens and who it happens

to.The book keeps you on your toes the entire time and there were a few surprises that I did not see

coming.I loved the relationship between the two main characters and the depth that Anita went to

with explaining how they were feeling, it really helped me get into the characters minds while I

read.It was great catching up with the characters from the earlier books and to see how they have

progressed so far.If you haven't read the other books in the series I suggest you do that first so you

can keep up with all of the characters and their relationships.I couldn't have been happier with this

book and how it kept me hanging. Even now I am just thinking of all the different ways Anita can

take the next book!

It's a must read, but I would suggest reading the books in order. So far this summer this is the best

series that I have come across. Love it, you have to read it, it's a very good love story.

Travis Connor is coming to help his brother Faelan even if it means travelling to the future. His

family is charged with protecting the humans from the demons. Upon his arrival he's captured and

imprisoned, Anna MacKinley finds him and is locked up with him. Their attraction is powerful even

though they both fight it. They are determined to do what they must to survive. What will happen to

them and the Connor Clan? This book is a roller coaster ride filled with suspense and many

unexpected twists. Travis is a powerful Alpha warrior who finds the 21st century a strange place. He

wants Anna but she mystifies him with her manners. I loved Anna. It's wonderful to have a kick-ass

woman who can take care of herself. I found it enjoyable to see familiar characters and see learn

how they fared. Anita Clenney delivers a story that has it all - romance, suspense and the

paranormal. I can't wait for the next book in the series. I want to know about Cam.

Another great story in her series of Highland Warriors. She interlaces the different stories well

together. This was another read of hers that was hard to put down. The way she writes keeps you

not only interested but wanting more. She is one of the few writers I will give 5 stars to. Love the

book, great read.

I love the action, suspense and drama of this series! Anita Clenney writes characters that feel like

friends by the end of the story. Well...the "good guys", anyway. Not feeling too friendly with all those

demons and half-lings, etc. And how about that plot twist revealing who Anna's father really is?!?!

Didn't see that one coming. From the story-line clues, I guessed before the secret was finally



revealed, but wow, Anita...you really got me with that one ;) Sadly though, I still have to wait to find

out the whole story of Cam but we did get some "bread crumbs" in this book. And poor

Angus...please, please, please don't keep us in suspense too long!

I have waited a long time for this most recent of the Connor Clan series to come out. I wondered of I

could pick up the threads of the plot and the characters. I read a whale of a lot of books on a

monthly basis. So I did the only smart thing and started over from book 1 "Awaken the Highland

Warrior" and powered right on thru to the end of "Heart of a Highland Warrior". I loved it all. I

become so completely immersed in the Connor Clan and their story.Tavis and Anna's story is super,

but as always it's left a lot of questions unanswered, a lot of threads for more books on the Clan,

please Anita don't take so long for the next book. ~P~

I love Scotsmen, kilts and time travel so this book was just perfect. I love a strong heroine so Anna

being an independent woman and a warrior/demon hunter was great. And Tavis Connor...just

WOW.Another excellent addition to the Connor Clan series.

This book is great addition to the warrior collection. I had a hard time putting the book down and

read it within a day or two. I hope that there will be another book one day about the warriors and

their family.
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